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Abstract. We propose a practical open-world representation learning
setting where the objective is to learn the representations for unseen
categories without prior knowledge or access to images associated with
these novel categories during training. Existing open-world representa-
tion learning methods make assumptions, which are often violated in
practice and thus fail to generalize to the proposed setting. We propose
a novel progressive approach which does not depend on such assump-
tions. At each iteration our approach selects unlabeled samples that at-
tain a high homogeneity while belonging to classes that are distant to
the current set of known classes in the feature space. Then we use the
high-quality pseudo-labels generated via clustering over these selected
samples to improve the feature generalization iteratively. Experiments
demonstrate that the proposed method consistently outperforms state-
of-the-art open-world semi-supervised learning methods and novel class
discovery methods over nature species image retrieval and face verifica-
tion benchmarks. Our training and inference code are released.1

Keywords: Open-World Representation Learning, Semi-Supervised Learn-
ing, Sample Selection, Iterative Methods

1 Introduction

Great progress has been made in the past decade to improve the accuracy of
computer vision models and they are starting to be used in real-world applica-
tions. But one thing that holds back the wide adoption of such models is their
restrictive closed universe requirements. Many real-world applications for com-
puter vision do not operate in a fixed set of categories known a priori. Take the
task of building a fine-grain species recognition system for example. One would
start with a large set of annotated images, perhaps with a focus on mammals,
for a set of known species and deploy such a system. Its users will expect it to
recognize all fine-grain categories of, not only mammals, for which there might
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(a) Progressively grown training set. (b) Sample selection.

Fig. 1: Progressive Sample Selection (PSS) approach. (a) shows the progressively
grown training set. The training set gradually expands during iterations. (b)
shows a toy example of sample selection in one iteration. We select samples that
are densely clustered together with high local homogeneity

already be good coverage, but also birds, reptiles, etc. An effective way to expand
to these new user specified fine-grain categories is to pose the problem as a metric
learning task that leverages a single visual representation to retrieve examples
from an ever expanding pool of labeled data. But learning such a visual repre-
sentation without knowledge of the complete set of target labels is challenging.
To this end, we present a practical open-world representation learning setting
to realistically reflect real-world applications. Here, the training procedure has
access to both labeled and unlabeled data, with the unlabeled data containing
images of both the labeled classes as well as a set of unseen categories. We aim
to train a visual representation that can generalize to the open-world setting
where new unseen categories are encountered. Thus, the test data comes from
labels that are disjoint from both the labeled and unlabeled training sets.

Our formulation is different from semi-supervised learning (SSL) or open-
set semi-supervised learning as ours requires learning representations that cover
both known and novel classes. Although there have been existing works aiming to
discover novel classes and learn representations for them with a partially labeled
dataset [10,37], they often assume constraints which are impractical in the real-
world. Those include the assumptions that the unlabeled data is only comprised
of samples from novel classes and the number test-time unseen classes is known a
priori. The closest setting to our is [37]. However, they directly test unseen class
recognition performance over the unlabeled dataset that is already accessible
in training. They also assume an up-to a 2:1 ratio between the unlabeled and
labeled data where in practice the ratio is much larger. Our setting does not
assume any of the before-mentioned constraints and thus is more practical: 1)
we test over a disjoint set of classes to the known classes in the labeled training
data and novel classes in the unlabeled; 2) the unlabeled to labeled data ratio
(up-to 10:1) is much higher, thus better approximates the real-world scenario
where unlabeled data is far more abundant; 3) the unlabeled data can contain
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both seen and unseen classes and 4) we do not know a priori the number of novel
classes in the unlabeled training data.

The new proposed setting is more challenging than previous works due to
the high unlabeled to labeled data ratio, introducing a large distribution gap in
between, and an absence of prior knowledge over novel classes. Additionally, since
we test on a class-disjoint set, the representation needs to be highly generalized.
We test existing semi-supervised learning and novel class discovery methods in
our proposed setting and found they fail to generalize.

One observation we make is that addressing such a challenging setting with
one-step training is difficult. Thus, we propose a novel Progressive Sample Selec-
tion (PSS) approach as illustrated by Figure 1. Our method, partially inspired
by [6], recurrently clusters a selected set of unlabeled data with representation
learnt at the current iteration and adopts the cluster assignments as pseudo-
labels to refine subsequent representations. However, PSS differs in that, within
each iteration, we propose a novel sample selection method to gather samples
which are closely clustered together via a density criterion.

Our key insight is that under such a selection criterion over the clustering
density in the feature space, we choose samples signaling compact intra-class
distance distributions and thus a higher homogeneity to reduce noise in the
pseudo-labels. In traditional SSL methods, samples with high pseudo-label qual-
ity are often those represented confidently by known classes, or “close” to known
classes semantically. However, we find that our selection method is also able to
sample, with high quality, from dis-similar novel classes whose class centroids
are far-apart in the feature space. These samples from distant novel classes help
improve the model generalization to disjoint unseen classes at test-time. Com-
pared to adding all unlabeled samples at once, our progressively selected samples
improve generalization more effectively, as shown in Figure 4.

We test our method on two open-world metric learning tasks: image retrieval
for natural species, where the task is given a query image, to find nearest neighbor
images across animal species, and 1:1 face verification, which classifies a pair
of faces as being from the same person or different. The proposed progressive
sample selection and representation learning method outperforms state-of-the-
art semi-supervised learning and open-world representation learning methods.
Specifically, it improves the Recall@1 performance from 55% to 57% over the
image retrieval benchmark for nature species, and reduces the False Non Match
Rate (FNMR) @ 1e-4 False Match Rate (FMR), from 22% to 21%, for face
verification, relative to SOTA methods, as shown in Table 3 and 4.

To summarize, the key contributions of our method are as follows: 1) we
formalize a practical open-world representation learning setting that reduces the
gap between existing settings in the literature to the real-world application; 2)
we propose a novel iterative method that progressively selects, at each itera-
tion, samples that are most effective in improving representation generalization
over test-time unseen classes; 3) we outperform state-of-the-art semi-supervised
and novel class discovery methods using labeled and unlabeled data under our
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practical setting for open-world representation learning, over the nature species
image retrieval and 1:1 face verification tasks.

2 Related Work

Our work is closely related to semi-supervised learning and novel class discovery,
we review literature in these two fields in the following discussion. We also discuss
different sample selections methods and literature that iterate between feature
learning and pseudo labeling as we do in this work.

Semi-Supervised Learning. Traditional SSL follows a closed-set setting which
assumes the same set of classes in labeled and unlabeled data. The goal is
to improve in-distribution classification performance with the help of an un-
labeled dataset. The core challenge is in on how to leverage unlabeled data,
which is roughly categorized into the following spectrums: consistency regular-
ization [28,32,35,42], pseudo-labeling [20,29,44], generative methods [25,27,8] and
graph based methods [2,23]. However, when the unlabeled set contains out-of-
distribution (OOD) samples, termed as open-set SSL [26], traditional approaches
inevitablely suffer performance degradation [22,34,26]. To mitigate this adverse
impact, recent works [49,11,31,16] proposed to detect and down play OOD sam-
ples for classification performance of in-distribution data. We encourage readers
to refer [36,48,22] for more comprehensive review of SSL literature.

Novel Class Discovery. A related line of work is novel class discovery (NCD) [13].
Different from closed-set or open-set SSL which leverages an unlabeled image set
to improve learning performance on seen classes, NCD aims at discovering new
classes in an unlabeled image set, assuming disjoint classes for labeled and un-
labeled images. In order to transfer the representation from the labeled set to
the unlabeled one, prevailing works [12,18,50] opt to learn transformation invari-
ant features from labeled set first then pairwise relationship among unlabeled
samples. These two-step approaches are unified into one single objective in [10]
with multi-view self-labeling strategy. NCD [13] makes the assumption that all
unlabeled data comes from novel classes and the number of classes is known. To
be less constrained, [37] introduced Generalized Category Discovery (GCD) and
proposed contrastive training with semi-supervised k-means to cluster unlabelled
data into seen and unseen classes. In contrast to novel class discovery, [5] con-
siders an open-world setting, in which testing set contains both seen and unseen
classes. It proposed to train a classifier with both supervised and pairwise unsu-
pervised loss in a unified fashion. Different from [5], which use all the unlabeled
data in training, we progressively select samples which are most informative,
avoiding bring too many noisy labels into feature training.

Sample Selection. A good sample selection method [19] will make the curated
dataset to contain less noise, class imbalance and redundancy. Such resultant
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datasets will allow models trained over them to maximize the information gain
from unlabeled data. When the labeling algorithm is not robust enough, it is
beneficial to add those high confidence unlabeled samples to the labeled set.
Confidence score [33] is one of the leading metrics to measure the quality of
assigned labels. [30] applied confidence threshold to select a disjoint face iden-
tity set and assigned pseudo labels. Similarly, [44] proposed to use classification
score on all unlabeled samples and selected top-K examples of each target class.
However, samples with such high scores do not help close the distribution gap
between labeled and unlabeled data in our open world setting. Therefore, adding
them to the training set makes no guarantee of improved recognition rates on
unseen classes. [45] proposed a progressive labeling algorithm similar to ours. It
selected the most representative samples by ranking the in-degree of nodes on a
directed k-nearest neighbor (kNN) graph. Different from this handcrafted node
similarity metric, our approach adopts a density criterion that exploits rich se-
mantics between graph nodes and we employ a GNN clustering model [43] which
learns such a criterion with supervision from class labels.

Iteration between clustering and feature learning. Some existing research
studies model the clustering (pseudo labeling) and feature learning into a unified
framework [7,46,21,41,6]. These two tasks are usually solved in an alternative
fashion under the same objective, leading to iterative methods similar to ours.
[7,46,21,41] assign pseudo labels to all unlabeled samples and apply them for
feature learning in the next step. However, due to the imperfect performance of
clustering, this can easily bring noisy labels into feature learning. Deep clustering
[6], on the other hand, proposed to sample data from a uniform distribution over
the classes to circumvent the issue caused by class imbalance. Different from
these methods, we proposed to sample unlabeled samples progressively based on
their clustering density to avoid noisy labels being used in feature learning.

3 Methods

3.1 Problem Formalization

We formalize a practical setting for open-world representation learning. Given a
partially labeled dataset D, we define the seen-class set Cin, the unseen-classes
set Cout, and test class set Ctest. These three sets do not intersect with each
other, and |Cin| ≪ |Cout|. The training set consists of a labeled set Lin with Cin
labels, and an unlabeled set U = Uin ∪ Uout, where Uin has Cin labels and Uout

has Cout labels. The split of Uin and Uout is not known. We have |Lin| ≪ |U|, and
|Lin| : |U| ≈ 1 : 10 in our setting. Figure 2 illustrates the dataset split. We aim
to train a feature extractor f to obtain generalized representations.

Compared with existing open-world semi-supervised learning and novel class
discovery settings [13,10], ours differs in the aspects: (1) the unlabeled data is
from both seen and unseen classes, instead of from only seen classes; (2) the
unseen class number is not provided. Compared with the most similar existing
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Fig. 2: Illustration of our practical open-world representation learning setting.
We have a labeled training set Lin with seen classes Cin, and an unlabeled training
set U = Uin ∪ Uout with both seen classes Cin and unseen classes Cout, only the
images are accessible and the discrimination of Uin and Uout is unknown. The
test set is from disjoint test classes Ctest. We train on the labeled data Lin with
ground truth labels; and the unlabeled data U with generated pseudo labels.
The unlabeled data are selectively added during iterations

setting in [37]: (1) We have much larger |U| : |Lin| and |Cout| : |Cin| ratios; and (2)
test on a hold out test set. The test images and classes are not accessible during
training. In terms of the above differences, our setting is more challenging and of
practical significance. Specifically, the high unlabeled to labeled data ratio leads
to large distribution gap between the unlabeled and labeled data. Testing on a
class-disjoint set requires a highly generalized model. The setting is also closer
to the real world use scenarios, such as face verification and image retrieval.

3.2 Progressive Sample Selection (PSS) Pipeline

We propose a novel Progressive Sample Selection (PSS) approach to tackle the
challenges in our practical open-world representation learning setting. We de-
sign a progressive pipeline to gradually expand the set of images used to train
our model with the goals of being more robust to out-of-distribution unseen-
class data. We select samples based on their cluster density, selecting samples
in clusters with high local homogeneity. This selects points with less noise at
both small and large distances from seen classes. We show that by continuing
to add samples at each training iteration with our selection method, we expand
the feature space and improve the model’s generalization ability.

PSS pipeline. The overall PSS pipeline for open-set representation learning is
shown in Figure 3. The training set T0 is initialized as the labeled set Lin and
expands during iterations. Each iteration contains three steps, in iteration i:

1. Representation Learning. Train a feature extractor fi to learn represen-
tations on the training set Ti. Note fi is retrained in each iteration instead
of finetuning on top of fi−1 to alleviate overfitting and avoid local optima.
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Fig. 3: The overall pipeline of Progressive Sample Selection (PSS). We progres-
sively repeat three steps to train a generalized feature extractor with samples
increasingly added to the training set in iterations. The feature extractor and
density-based clustering model are shared in different steps. Best viewed in color

2. Sample selection. Estimate the density of the feature space defined by fi
for each sample in the unlabeled training set Ui. Select samples for inclusion
in training the next iteration feature representation fi+1 that have a density
estimate above a threshold τ and pass the selection together with Ui to the
clustering step for pseudo labeling as Uselected. The details are in Section 3.3.

3. Clustering and pseudo labeling. Cluster samples in U and assign pseudo
labels to points in Uselected corresponding to their cluster assignment. Then
update the training set Ti+1 = Ti ∪ Uselected and the unlabeled set Ui+1 =
Ui \ Uselected, preparing for iteration i+ 1 training. The details of clustering
and pseudo labeling are in Section 3.4.

The above three steps are looped until the number of selected samples which are
far away from the training set on the feature space is small. Finally, we re-train
the feature extractor to learn better representations for retrieval or recognition.

3.3 Sample Selection

Due to the large unlabeled to labeled data ratio in our setting, a large class
distribution gap exists between the unlabeled and labeled data. Thus, it is hard
to get reasonable representations and clustering results for the subset of out-of-
distribution data. In order to get high-quality training data and pseudo labels,
we propose a novel sample selection method outlined above. We leverage Hi-
LANDER [43] to both estimate the sample density and perform clustering but
in principle these two systems could be independent estimators.

Hi-LANDER [43] is a hierarchical graph neural network model for image
clustering which learns the grouping and model selection criteria in traditional
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clustering methods. It recurrently builds k-nearest-neighbor graphs over nodes
which are grouped from connected components at different level of the hierar-
chy. It defines Density as the proportion of same-class neighbors weighted by
similarity. Specifically, the estimated density d̂i for the i-th sample is:

d̂i =
1

k

∑
j∈N (i)

êij · aij , êij = P (yi = yj)− P (yi ̸= yj) (1)

where N (i) refers to the neighbors of sample i, êij is the edge linkage probability
of sample i sharing the same class as its neighbour j, and aij is the feature
similarity between the two. Further details can be found in Equation (4) in [43].
A sample with high density therefore has a neighborhood that contains more
consistent labels as itself, exhibiting a higher homogeneity and less noisy labels
in the clustering pseudo-labels.

In each iteration, samples are selected through the above defined density met-
ric with a threshold τ . It is observed that using such as density selection criterion
enforcing high homogeneity (thus high pseudo-label quality), we not only select
samples that are close to known classes but also those that are far-apart from
the centroids of existing classes in the feature space to close the distribution gap
between labeled and unlabeled data, allowing improved generalization to unseen
disjoint test-time classes (Figure 5).

3.4 Clustering and Pseudo Labeling

After obtaining the Uselected from Ui with the density metric, we then generate
pseudo labels for them using the clustering results of Hi-LANDER. Given the
clusters, we assign one new class label to all selected unlabeled samples in each
cluster. Assume the current training set Ti has m existing classes, samples in
Uselected will then have their pseudo labels indexed from m+1. Note that for two
same-class samples, this process might assign different pseudo labels to them.
However, according to [17,10], over-clustering does not harm the downstream
task performance, thus the class-split is acceptable.

With the selected samples and pseudo labels, the training set Ti is expanded
to Ti+1 = Ti∪Uselected. Finally, we re-train the feature extractor on Ti+1 to learn
more generalized representations.

4 Experiments

We evaluate PSS on fine-grained natural image retrieval and face verification
benchmarks. First, we show ablation experiments over the design choices of
PSS and demonstrate their significance in improving feature generalization. We
then illustrate the performance comparison of PSS to state-of-the-art SSL and
novel class discovery methods over the fine-grained nature species image-retrieval
benchmark. Finally, we demonstrate the performance improvement of PSS in
open-set face verification benchmarks.
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4.1 Evaluation Protocols

Datasets. For fine-grained natural image retrieval, we use iNaturalist [15]
dataset, which contains a training set of 325,846 images across 5,690 classes
and a disjoint test set of 136,093 images across 2,452 test classes. We randomly
sample about 16% of the training classes as the seen classes Cin, and take 60% of
the images from each class in Cin as the labeled training set Lin. The rest of the
samples in the training set are used as the unlabeled training set U . The test set
has disjoint samples and classes to the training set. The attributes of three sets
are shown in Table 1. The labeled training set Lin has about 9% samples over
all the training samples. The ratios of both the labeled classes and the labeled
samples are much smaller than previous open-set semi-supervised learning and
novel class discovery settings.

For face verification training, we used the combined IMDB [39] and Deep-
Glint [1] datasets. The IMDB consists of 1.3 Million images with 49,990 identities
and the DeepGlint dataset contains around 6.2 Million images with 180k identi-
ties. We randomly sampled 90% of the IMDB data as Lin and the rest are treated
as U . Similar to iNatualist experiments, we divide the dataset into Lin and U
sets and the statistics of these sets can be found in Table 1. There is roughly a
1:6 ratio between the labeled and unlabeled data. We evaluate our method us-
ing the IJB-C [24] face verification benchmarks on the 1:1 face verification task,
which contains about 3,531 identities and 140k images. The IJB-C benchmark
is disjoint from the IMDB and the DeepGlint data that we use for training.

Metrics. For image retrieval and face verification, we respectively use Recall@k
(higher the better) and False Non-Match Rate (FNMR) at False Match Rate
(FMR) equaling 1e-4 (lower the better) as the metric to evaluate our method.

4.2 Implementation Details

For image retrieval, we use Smooth-AP loss [4] to finetune a ResNet-50 [14]
backbone. The embedded dimension is 128. The learning rate is 1e-5. We train
the feature extractor on a single machine with 8 NVIDIA T4 GPUs. The hidden
dimension of Hi-LANDER is 512, and use GAT [38] as the base graph neural
network model. The k expansions in k-NN are 10,5,3.

For face verification, we use CosFace [40] for training our face embedding
model. The embedding dimension is 128 and learning rate starts at 0.1 and
decreases according to a cosine learning rate schedule. We train the embedding
for 32 epochs on a distributed training system with 8 nodes, each with 8 NVIDIA
Tesla V100 GPUs. We use the same Hi-LANDER setting as in image retrieval.

Section 4.3 describes the sample selection threshold and stopping criterion.

4.3 Ablation Experiments

We examine the effectiveness of our progressive system design by ablating our
sample selection and progressive refinement. From Table 2, notice removing ei-
ther our sample selection or progressive refinement results in a regression in
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performance. Note that for progressive methods, the training time expands lin-
early with the number of iterations and thus the accuracy improvements do come
at the cost of training time. The sample selection, however, not only brings per-
formance gains but also reduces the number of samples being trained, in-turn
reducing training time. We illustrate these components in more detail on the
nature species image retrieval benchmark below.

Table 1: The labeled, unla-
beled and class-disjoint test
dataset attributes

split
iNarturalist Face

#images #classes #images #classes

Lin 29,011 948 1,124,874 49990
U 296,835 5,690 6,323,702 209,551
test 136,093 2,452 141,139 3,531

Table 2: Ablation of sample selection and itera-
tion in our method. Both improve the performance.
Sample selection also improves training efficiency
sample

iterate
#training

#iterations Recall@1 Recall@4 Recall@16 Recall@32
selection data

× × 325,846 0 0.5421 0.7128 0.8318 0.8755
✓ × 69,140 0 0.5522 0.7224 0.8413 0.8848
× ✓ 325,846 4 0.5548 0.7242 0.8407 0.8839
✓ ✓ 87,349 4 0.5714 0.7357 0.8501 0.8914

Progressive pipeline. The proposed open-world representation learning set-
ting is challenging considering the large ratio between unlabeled data and labeled
data. The base feature learned from the labeled data has limited representation
ability on the unlabeled data and thus the pseudo-labels suffer more noise. Our
progressive pipeline continually updates the feature and improves the pseudo-
label quality at each iteration. This assumption is verified in Table 2 and Table 3,
where our iterative method outperforms the one-step baselines. Figure 4 shows
the retrieval performance at each iteration of PSS compared with the DeepClus-
tering [6] iterative method. We notice DeepClustering stops improving after 2
iterations, while for PSS performance does not plateau until iteration 4.

Sample selection. The difference between our method and DeepClustering’s [6]
ability to continue to improve over iterations, lies in the process of sample selec-
tion. As mentioned in the progressive analysis, a large portion of the unlabeled
data will be tagged with noisy pseudo-label since the generalization ability of
the base feature is limited. Noisy pseudo-labels hurt model performance and
diminishes the gain from correctly pseudo-labeled samples.

Usually, samples close to the existing labeled classes are easier to get high-
quality pseudo-labels, since the learned feature are easier to generalize to those
similar samples. Several existing sample selection works are adopting this intu-
ition or its variants to keep pseudo-label quality, such as FixMatch [3], which
only keeps samples assigned a high probability to a known class. In PSS, we
use density defined in Hi-LANDER [43] as the selection metric. Intuitively, high
density for a sample is an indicator of high-quality pseudo-label since the lo-
cal intra-class homogeneity is kept. We can consider current feature “works”
for that high-density sample by collecting same-class samples into its closest
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Fig. 4: The retrieval performance (Recall@1) and training data size on iNaturalist
in different iterations. The performance improves during iterations with more
training data. DeepClustering is almost converged after iteration 2 while PSS
still witnesses a performance boost at iteration 3. Meanwhile, PSS uses fewer
samples to train the feature representation benefiting from sample selection

neighborhood. High density does not necessarily mean close distance to labeled
classes. In Figure 5, we indeed found the density and the distance-to-closest-
labeled-class are not negatively correlated, making it possible to select some
high-quality pseudo-labeled samples which differ from the labeled classes. This
is vital to generalize to unseen data for the challenging open-world representa-
tion learning setting and a major differentiator with existing sample selection
methods. To verify this statement, we split the selected samples to equal-sized
two parts based on the distance-to-closest-labeled-class. Samples with distance
higher than 0.15 (mean distance for all the selected samples) are collected in the
”far” part, vice versa. After feature learning with these two parts separately, we
found that the samples far-away from existing labeled classes bring more gain
on the test set. The Recall@1 on the feature learnt with ”far” part is 0.5524,
while the one from ”close” part is 0.5490 in iteration 1.

Density thresholding criterion. The density threshold is one of the hyper-
parameters of PSS. The threshold we use is the density inflection point of the
approximated upper-bound density-distance curve, as illustrated in Figure 5
over the nature species image retrieval benchmark (the first iteration). It shows
that the density of the inflection point is around 0.8 and thus we pick it as the
sample selection threshold and keep it for subsequent iterations til convergence.
For face verification, the same rule is applied and we select threshold of 0.9.

Stopping criterion. The stopping criterion is usually empirical. We define
our stopping criterion as the portion of samples who’s distance to the nearest
training class centroid is large (greater than 0.15). This portion drops iteration by
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iteration. When it drops to a certain level, the benefit effect from the informative
large distance samples will be negated by the negative effect from noisy pseudo-
labels and thus we stop the first iteration we see this indicator rise. Figure 6
shows such stopping indicator value over the nature species retrieval task, which
leads to stopping after the 4th iteration. For face verification, the same stopping
criteria is applied and we stop at iteration 4.

4.4 Image Retrieval Results

We validate the effectiveness of PSS on natural images using fine-grained image
retrieval as the downstream task.

We compare PSS with the supervised baseline trained with only labeled data
Lin, oracle trained with all training data Lin ∪ U with ground truth labels,
traditional semi-supervised learning method Pseudo Labeling (PL) [20], open-
set semi-supervised learning method UNO [10], one-step clustering method Hi-
LANDER [43], and iterative clustering method DeepClustering [6]. UNO has
classification heads for the training set but not for the disjoint-class test set,
so we train a UNO model to generate pseudo labels for the unlabeled data U ,
and finetune a pretrained feature extractor with Smooth-AP [4] loss. For Hi-
LANDER, we apply a trained Hi-LANDER clustering model on U to generate
pseudo labels and re-train the feature extractor with both Lin and U . Here we
do not compare with some other semi-supervised learning methods such as self-
training [34] because they rely on the design of classification heads, which have
difficulty expanding to the open-world retrieval task with unseen classes.

Table 3 shows the retrieval performance of PSS and the state-of-the-art SSL
and novel class discovery methods on the hold out iNaturalist test set. All the
previous methods, except UNO, boost the supervised baseline by training with
more data. Though UNO performs excellently in terms of classification accuracy
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Table 3: Retrieval performance on iNatu-
ralist. PSS improves Recall@1 from 55.48%
(DeepClustering) to 57.14%

method Recall@1 Recall@4 Recall@16 Recall@32

sup. baseline 0.5376 0.7135 0.8359 0.8817
oracle 0.6554 0.8074 0.8966 0.9261

PL[20] 0.5447 0.7188 0.8398 0.8832
Hi-LANDER[43] 0.5421 0.7128 0.8318 0.8755

UNO[10] 0.5372 0.7138 0.8367 0.8808
DeepClustering[6] 0.5548 0.7242 0.8407 0.8839

PSS 0.5714 0.7357 0.8501 0.8914

Table 4: IJBC Face Verification.
PSS reduces FNMR@FMR 1e-4
from best prior (DeepClustering)

method FNMR@FMR1e-4

sup. baseline 0.3007
oracle 0.0672

DB-SCAN[9] 0.4203
GCN-V[47] 0.2508

Hi-LANDER[43] 0.2472
RoyChowdhury et al.[30] 0.2706

DeepClustering[6] 0.2234

PSS 0.2165

on the unlabeled training set, it does not work well in our setting since the large
unlabeled to labeled distribution gap and it over-fits on the labeled data. The
one-step methods PL, Hi-LANDER, and UNO add all the unlabeled data at once
thus introduce more noises to the pseudo labels. Training with the noisy pseudo
labels regress the performance boost. DeepClustering iteratively train with all
the unlabeled data in each iteration. Though the progressive refinement brings
performance boost by increasing quality of both features and pseudo labels, the
pseudo labels are still noisy thus the gain is limited and stops increasing after
two iterations (see Figure 4). Benefiting from our progressive sample selection
pipeline, PSS is able to steadily improve feature generalization to test-time dis-
joint novel classes over iterations due to its capability to choose distant samples
which also exhibit high homogeneity and high pseudo-label quality. Although
DeepClustering also achieves relatively high Recall@1 performance, it’s much
more costly than PSS in the feature training step. Even if we consider Deep-
Clustering to have converged at iteration 2 while PSS stops at iteration 4, PSS
improves training efficiency by 60% via training on less than 40% of the samples
summed-up across all iterations compared to DeepClustering.

4.5 Face Verification Results

Figure 7 shows the performance gain of PSS over iterations and Figure 8 shows
the progressive number of samples selected. From iteration 1 to 3, the face veri-
fication performance steadily improves, with convergence at iteration 4.

We compare PSS with state-of-the-art semi-supervised and open-world repre-
sentation learning methods [43,9,30,6,47] in Table 4. For DB-SCAN [9], GCN-V
[47], Hi-LANDER [43], and RoyChowdhury et al. [30] which use clustering and
pseudo-labeling, we perform a one-step feature training, where all unlabeled
samples are gathered to generate pseudo-labels and used for training at once.
For DeepClustering [6], we recurrently run the feature training with the same
backbone architecture as PSS and pseudo-labeling via Hi-LANDER clustering
in an alternating manner, however, it lacks the progressive sample selection. Due
to its high training cost with full unlabeled and labeled data within each iter-
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ation (>7 million samples), we stop DeepClustering after iteration 2. PSS, on
the other hand, uses a much more efficient number of samples across all iter-
ations (<7 million in total). PSS significantly improves feature generalization
over methods that directly use all samples. In addition, PSS achieves a training
efficiency boost over DeepClustering, where it reduces FNMR@FMR=1e-4 from
22.34% to 21.66% with training over only < 50% of the samples summed-up
across iterations.

5 Conclusion

We propose a practical open-world representation learning setting to learn un-
seen category representations with partially labeled data. Our setting has large
unlabeled to labeled data ratio, no prior knowledge over the number of unseen
classes during training, and no access to the images that have the same labels
as the test set. Existing open-world representation learning methods fail to gen-
eralize to the proposed setting because of the large distribution gap between
the unlabeled and labeled data. To tackle this challenging setting, we propose
a novel Progressive Sample Selection (PSS) approach to improve representation
generalization by iteratively training with increasingly effective samples selected
during iterations. We use estimated density in Hi-LANDER clustering model
to select samples that are densely clustered together with high local intra-class
homogeneity. These samples can be from novel classes that are far from the exist-
ing categories, thus help improve the model generalization to test-time disjoint
unseen classes. Experiments indicate that our method outperforms the state-of-
the-art semi-supervised learning methods and novel class discovery methods in
natural image retrieval and face verification.
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